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Abstract
Aim: To investigate the possible correlation of nucleophosmin/B23 expres-
sion with bladder carcinoma recurrence.  Methods: Surgically-resected bladder 
tumors staged pTa to pT4 were examined for nucleophosmin/B23 expression 
by immuno-histochemistry.  The study group consisted of 132 consecutive pa-
tients surgically treated at Chang Gung Memorial Hospital between December 
1998 and November 1999.  The mean follow up was 72 months (range: 48–84 
months).  Results: Nuclear nucleophosmin/B23 staining was detected in 96% of 
advanced stage and poorly-differentiated tumors.  Higher nucleophosmin/B23 
levels were linked to more advanced tumor stages, grades, poor prognosis, and 
likelihood of recurrence (P<0.05).  The Cox multivariate analysis indicated the 
nucleophosmin/B23 expression as an independent indicator for tumor recurrence 
(P=0.009).  Conclusion: The results suggest that nucleophosmin/B23 is a favor-
able prognostic indicator for bladder cancer.  Nucleophosmin/B23 could be a 
useful molecular tumor marker for predicting bladder cancer recurrence.
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Introduction
Bladder cancer is the ninth most common cause of 

cancer for both sexes combined.  The population-based, 
5-year survival rates range from 40% to 80%[1].  Blad-
der cancer is also the second most common genitourinary 
malignant tumor in Taiwan.  Approximately 70% of pa-
tients with bladder cancer are superficial and confined to 
the epithelium or subepithelial connective tissues at initial 
presentation.  These groups of patients can be treated with 
transurethral resection with or without intravesical chemo-
therapy.  Despite initial treatment, however, the recurrence 
rate for these tumors can be as high as 50%–70%.  In as 
many as 10%–35% of patients, disease progression invades 
muscles[2].  Therefore, prompt diagnosis and treatment of 
disease recurrence and progression improve cancer control.

It has been suggested that the development and progres-
sion of bladder carcinoma result from the accumulation 
of multiple genetic mutations.  Differing risks for bladder 
cancer are likely due to genetic predisposition that has 
been shown to modulate or neutralize carcinogen-derived 

bladder cancer[2].  The absence of risk stratification be-
tween aggressive and indolent T1, and carcinoma in situ 
CIS bladder cancer contributes to potentially excessive and 
frequent surveillance of patients with indolent or interme-
diate pathological features.  There is presently no widely-
accepted, highly accurate, and non-invasive diagnostic test 
capable of predicting the probability of disease recurrence 
and progression.  Currently, cystoscopy and urinary cytol-
ogy are the gold standards for monitoring bladder cancer 
recurrence.  However, cystoscopy and urinary cytology 
cannot predict clinical outcome.  A highly accurate blad-
der tumor marker will likely prove extremely useful in the 
diagnosis and prognosis of patients with bladder cancer.  
Such a marker could avoid unnecessary cystoscopies in 
patients at low risk of disease recurrence and progression.  
Conversely, prediction of high risk of recurrence and pro-
gression in others could signify closer follow up.  

The nucleophosmin/B23 gene has been shown to be 
involved in the regulation of cell growth, differentiation, 
and programmed cell death[3,4]. Nucleophosmin/B23 is sig-
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nificantly more abundant in tumor and proliferating cells 
than in normal resting cells.  The overexpression of nucleo-
phosmin/B23 in RNA and protein levels contributes to the 
pathogenesis of cancer[5].  The results from blocking the 
nucleophosmin/B23 expression by antisense oligonucle-
otides demonstrated that nucleophosmin/B23 is critical for 
increasing cancer cell resistance to induced differentiation 
and apoptosis[3,4].  The upregulation of nucleophosmin/B23 
mRNA has recently been shown to be associated with blad-
der cancer recurrence and progression.  The nucleophos-
min/B23 gene may be associated with an increased risk of 
advanced tumor stage and recurrence[6].

In the present study, we first focused on analyzing the 
relationship between the post-surgery recurrence rate for a 
mean of 65 months and the nucleophosmin/B23 mRNA ex-
pression.  Next, we investigated by immunohistochemistry 
the nucleophosmin/B23 protein levels in bladder carcinoma 
and their correlation with clinicopathological variables.  A 
survival analysis was also performed to define the prognos-
tic relevance of the nucleophosmin/B23 protein expression.

Materials and methods
Patient population for tissue section  This study re-

ceived approval from the Institutional Review Board for 
the Protection of Human Subjects.  A review of surgical 
specimens at Chang Gung Memorial Hospital (CGMH; 
Kwei-Shan, Tao-Yuan, Taiwan, China) between December 
1998 and November 1999 yielded 132 cases of bladder car-
cinoma.  The mean age of the patients was 58.7±8.6 years 
(range, 43–78 years).  The patients were followed postop-
eratively for a mean of 72 months (range, 48–84 months).  
Of the 132 cases, 99 were male (75%) and 33 were female 
(25%).  The presence of cancer was confirmed histologi-
cally by the pathologist.  Transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) 
was staged and graded according to the International Union 
Against Cancer TNM[7] and World Health Organization 
classification[8] after transurethral resection for superficial 
tumors and radical cystectomy for invasive tumors.  The 
clinical background and history of these cases were re-
viewed (Table 1).

For the purpose of the comparison of survival rates, a 
matched group of 6 patients with Ta stage who underwent 
transurethral resection of bladder tumor was also selected 
and evaluated.  

Immunohistochemistry  The monoclonal antibody 
(MAb) to nucleophosmin/B23 was kindly provided by Dr 
PK CHAN (Department of Pharmacology, Baylor College 
of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA).  The paraffin-embedded 
tissue blocks were sectioned in 2 mm slices and placed on 

slides coated with poly-L-lysine.  After overnight incuba-
tion in a 60 oC oven, the slides were dewaxed, rinsed in 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and blocked for 5 min 
with 3% hydrogen peroxide to deprive the endogenous 
peroxidase activity.  After antigen retrieval with the use of 
a microwave, the specimens were incubated with the anti-
nucleophosmin/B23 MAb (diluted 1:100 in PBS) at 37 oC 
for 1 h.  The sections were then washed 4×15 min in PBS 
and incubated with HRP/Fab polymer conjugate (PicTureTM 
bulk kit, Zymed USA) for 35 min at room temperature in a 
humid chamber.  The sections were washed 4×15 min with 
PBS and incubated with peroxidase substrate diaminoben-
zidine (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) for 5 min.  They were 
then counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin for 2 min, 
washed in running water for 5 min, dehydrated with serial 
ethyl alcohol, and cleared with xylene.  The slides were 
mounted in mounting medium[6,9].

Assessment of nucleophosmin/B23  The extent and 
pattern of the nucleophosmin/B23-specific immunostaining 
within a tissue section was determined by the percentage of 
cells with a nucleus, cytoplasm, or cell membrane staining.  
Tumor sections were inspected at ×100 and ×200 magnifica-

Table 1.  Correlations between nucleophosmin/B23 immunohistochemis-
try staining and clinicopathological characteristics.  bP<  0.05.

     Variable                   Nucleophosmin/B23 staining       P-value  
                                          Low        High 

 Total (n=132) 79 53 0.09b 
  Sex (n=132)                       
  Male 50 49  
  Female 16 17  
 Age (n=132)                          0.08b

  <60 38 29
  >60 28 37
 Histological grading     
  Grade 1 31 12   
  Grade 2 25 28   
  Grade 3 14 22 0.039b

 Tumor stage                         
  Ta   6   0  
  T1 49 52
  T2–T4   8 17 0.049b

 Primary/Recurrent     
  Primary tumor 43 31   
  Recurrent tumor 23 35 0.047b

We used a pTa tumor as a reference value to compare to the bladder tumor 
specimen for each immunohistochemistry stain (greater or less than refer-
ence value of pTa).
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tion, and the overall percentage of cells on an immunos-
tained section was determined according to the pattern of 
intracellular localization.  

Statistical analysis  For the statistical analysis, we uti-
lized SPSS software system (SPSS for Windows, version 
9.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).  The Pearson c2-test and 
Fisher’s extract test were applied to assess the association 
of patients with relative tumor groups.  The Student’s t-test 
was employed to analyze associations with categorical 
clinicopathological variables.  Survival and time to recur-
rence analyses were carried out by the Kaplan-Meier meth-
od, and the log-rank test was used to evaluate the prognosis 
for statistically significant differences among the groups.  
The Cox regression analysis was employed to identify sta-
tistically significant predictors of recurrence-free survival.  
Statistical significance was set at P<0.05. 

Results
Association of nucleophosmin/B23 mRNA levels with 

high recurrence rates  The association between nucleo-
phosmin/B23 mRNA expression and tumor recurrence in 
bladder cancer was previously reported[6].  Methods based 
on RT-PCR had been used to detect bladder cancer in tu-
mor specimens[12].  Thirty seven men and 13 women all had 
a transitional cell carcinoma of the bladder, including 34 
primary and 16 recurrent bladder cancers.  The overexpres-
sion of nucleophosmin/B23 mRNA was observed in 37.1% 
of patients with stage pT1 and 73.3% of those with pT2–T4 
carcinoma.  An analysis of the nucleophosmin/B23 mRNA 
levels indicated that the upregulation of the nucelophos-
min/B23 transcript may be an important prognostic factor 
for bladder cancer recurrence[6].  In the present study, we 
extended our previous expression study on the post-surgery 
recurrence rate to a mean of 65 months and examined nu-
cleophosmin/B23 mRNA levels.  The overexpression of 
nucleophosmin/B23 transcript was found to be significantly 
associated with a high recurrence rate of bladder cancer 
(log-rank statistic, P=0.002; Figure 1).  

Immunohistochemical analysis  Next, the protein 
expression of nucleophosmin/B23 was then assessed by 
immuno-histochemistry.  Nucleophosmin/B23 staining of 
different intensities and percentages was found in the nu-
cleoli, nuclei, and cytoplasm in varying degrees (Figure 2).  
As a shuttle protein involved in multiple cellular activity, 
the ubiquitous expression of nucleophosmin/B23 in active 
proliferated cancer cells is therefore expected.  The over-
expression was grossly overestimated or underestimated 
and its association with patient survival was assessed by 
the Cox survival analysis.  Of the 132 cases evaluated, the 

nucleophosmin/B23 expression was confined to tumor cells 
only.  For each individual section, the percentage of tumor 
cell-positive staining ranged from 1% to 90%; however, 
nucleophosmin/B23 nuclear staining was noted in all tumor 
cells (Figures 3, 4).  Low staining (<4% staining tumor 
cells) was observed in stage Ta tumor specimens (Figure 
3A) and in primary tumors (Figure 4A).  On the other hand, 
high staining was observed in tumors of advanced stages 
(Figure 3B–3D) and in recurrent tumors (Figure 4B).  The 
overall densitometric analysis of the immunostaining in-
dicated that the upregulated nucleophosmin/B23 protein 
expression was significantly different between pT2–T4 and 
pTa, grades 2–3 and grade 1 as well as between primary 
and recurrent tumors (P<0.05; Figure 5)[9].

Correlation between nucleophosmin/B23 protein 

Figure 1.  Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of necleophosmin/B23 mRNA 
expression and bladder cancer recurrence; differences assessed with log–
rank statistics.

Figure 2.  Nucleophosmin/B23 immunostaining of different intensities 
and percentages was found in the nucleoli, nuclei, and cytoplasm in blad-
der carcinoma (×100 magnifications).
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expression and T classification, tumor grade, and tu-
mor recurrence  The percentage of nucleophosmin/B23 
staining in pTa tumors was used as a reference value (<4% 
staining tumor cells).  The possible association of nucleo-
phosmin/B23 protein levels with clinical and pathological 

factors in bladder carcinoma was then assessed.  Seventeen 
(68%) of 25 pT2–T4 cases had nucleophosmin/B23 stain-
ing densitometry values higher than the reference value 
(P=0.049; Table 1).  Furthermore, 31 (72.1%) of 43 cases 
of grade 1 tumors had low immunostaining densitometry 

Figure 3.  Representative nucleophosmin/B23 immunostained tumor sections (A–D) are TCC (×20 magnification).  Immunostaining of specimen A (pTa) 
and B (pT1) shows positive immunoreactivity for nucleophosmin/B23 in a few tumor cells.  Strong, positive immunoreactivity for nucleophosmin/B23 in 
invasive bladder carcinoma is shown in C (pT2) and D (pT3-pT4).  

Figure 4.  Nucleophosmin/B23 immunohistochemical study of primary and recurrent bladder carcinoma. Expression of nucleophosmin/B23 by immuno-
histochemical staining in primary bladder tumors (A) or in recurrent tumors (B).
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values, whereas 22 (61%) of 36 cases of grade 3 had high 
immunostaining densitometry values (P=0.039; Table 1).  
Next, the possible relationship between the nucleophosmin/
B23 staining densitometry values and tumor recurrence 
was also determined.  Thirty-five (60.3%) of 58 recurrent 
tumors had high staining values, while 43 (51.8%) of 74 
primary tumors had low staining values (P=0.047; Table 1).  
No statistically significant relationship was found between 
the nucleophosmin/B23 immunostaining densitometry val-
ues and age (P=0.08) or sex (P=0.817; Table 1).  

Upregulated expression of nucleophosmin/B23 is 
identified as a significant and independent prognostic 
factor Comparable tumor recurrence was noted in bladder 
cancer with high and low nucleophosmin/B23 immunos-
taining densitometry values.  In the univariate analysis, high 
nucleophosmin/B23 staining correlated with a poor prog-
nosis when assessed as a categorical variable greater than 
the pTa reference value (P<0.05).  The Cox multivariate re-
gression analysis with clinicopathological factors identified 
nucleophosmin/B23 overexpression as the only indepen-
dent prognostic factor (P=0.009; Figure 6).  The nucleo-
phosmin/B23 expression correlated significantly with time 
to bladder carcinoma recurrence (P=0.009; Figure 6).

Discussion
A major concern of superficial bladder cancers is the 

relative high recurrence rate.  More than a half of super-
ficial tumors recur within 5 years and 10%–20% of these 

progress to invasive disease[10].  It is thus important to de-
tect the early events during the recurrence of superficial 
cancer before the cancer cells undergo changes that lead to 
invasiveness.  Clinical and histopathological factors that 
might assist in the prediction of tumor recurrence and the 
progression of bladder cancer have been studied[11].  These 
parameters, when used with the TNM system, will serve 
as useful and specific tools to provide crucial information 
about the treatment and prognosis of cancer.  An ideal prog-
nostic factor must be reliable, so treatment decisions can be 
made directly on individuals.  Several potential diagnostic 
markers for bladder cancer have been identified, includ-
ing nuclear matrix protein 22, bladder tumor antigen, and 

Figure 6.  Actuarial 5-year tumor recurrence rates in patients with high or 
low degrees of nucleophosmin/B23 immunostaining.

Figure 5.  Association of nucleophosmin/B23 immunostaining densi-
tometry values with stages and grades of primary and recurrent tumors.  
Expression of nucleophosmin/B23 protein levels determined by immunos-
taining (×20 magnification) densitometry values of various tumor stages 
(pTa, pT1, and pT2–pT4), tumor grades (grades 1–3), or primary and 
recurrent tumors.  bP<0.05.
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telomerase[12].  Although analyses of these markers allow a 
sensitive detection of bladder cancer, their use is limited by 
low specificity.  On the other hand, specific genetic altera-
tions have been implicated in the molecular pathogenesis of 
transitional cell carcinoma, with mutations reported in the 
cell cycle regulatory genes, oncogenes, and tumor suppres-
sor genes[13].  However, it has proven difficult to use these 
genetic alterations as diagnostic markers of bladder cancer 
because of their low sensitivity.  All these drawbacks in the 
existing methods have prompted the search for more reli-
able molecular markers of bladder cancer.

Urothelial carcinoma progression is a multistep pro-
cess with successive oncogenic changes from the original 
monoclonal tumorigenic cells.  The evaluation of a long-
term outcome for superficial bladder cancer has employed 
actuarial methods[14,15].  Furthermore, risk group classifica-
tion based on prognostic factors could well define progres-
sion, mortality, and recurrence rates in primary superficial 
bladder cancer.  A patient with recurrence at 3 months had 
numerous and frequent recurrences; these tumors also 
progressed[13].  While multiple tumors and recurrence at 3 
months were significant prognostic factors for recurrence 
and progression, nucleophosmin/B23 immunoreactivity 
significantly correlated with the recurrence rate may be 
proven clinically useful for the early prediction of bladder 
cancer progression.

Nucleophosmin/B23 has been known to have a mul-
tifunctional role in cells.  It has been implicated as an 
increased nucleolar activity that is necessary for cell prolif-
eration, as a cytoplasmic/nuclear shuttle protein, in reliev-
ing transcription repression by YY1, in binding to nuclear 
and nucleolar localization signals on the HIV type 1 Rev 
protein and the human T-cell leukemia virus-1-Rex protein, 
in binding to cell cycle-regulated nucleolar protein p120, 
and in inhibiting DNA-binding and transcriptional activity 
of interferon regulatory factor-1, which is a tumor suppres-
sor[17–19].  Nucleo-phosmin/B23 is significantly more abun-
dant in tumor and proliferating cells than normal resting 
cells.  Nucleophosmin/B23 overexpression at the RNA and 
protein levels may contribute to the onset of cancer[20].  The 
blockage of the nucleo-phomin/B23 expression with its 
antisense oligonucleotides has shown that nucleophosmin/
B23 is crucial for rendering cancer cells resistant to induc-
tion of differentiation and apoptosis[3,4].  It thus appears that 
an excess of nucleophosmin/B23 may contribute to cancer 
progression.  

A significant association between the nucleophosmin/
B23 protein level and histological subtype was established 

in this study.  The immunohistochemical analysis showed 
that nucleophosmin/B23 protein staining is importantly 
associated with tumor stage, histological grade, and recur-
rence (P=0.05).  Tumors with relatively high nucleophos-
min/B23 levels are poorly differentiated at high stage, and 
have a high recurrence rate.  Such a clinical correlation 
may arise from increased nucleophosmin/B23 activity, 
which consequently leads to increased cell growth rate and 
poorly-differentiated tumor phenotypes.  This result also in-
dicates a potentially important role of nucleophosmin/B23 
in the development and progression of bladder carcinoma.  
The mechanism by which nucleophosmin/B23 overexpres-
sion is involved in cancer recurrence and progression is not 
clear at present and requires further investigation.

In summary, the Cox multivariate analysis has implicated 
that the overexpression of the nucleophosmin/B23 protein, as-
sessed by immunohistochemistry, is independently associated 
with bladder cancer recurrence.  Upregulated nucleophosmin/
B23 protein expression can thus serve as an independent 
and effective prognostic factor for bladder cancer.  The 
high percentage of tumors with positive staining of nu-
cleophosmin/B23 in this study confirms its crucial role in 
the pathogenesis of bladder carcinoma.  The discovery of 
nucleophosmin/B23 as a key target in bladder cancer recur-
rence and progression will soon permit better diagnosis and 
therapeutic intervention.
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